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NOTICE TO CONTRIBUTORS

I. The British Journal of Psychiatry is published monthly
under the auspices of the Royal College of Psychiatrists. The
Journal publishes original work in all fields of psychiatry.
Communications on general editorial matters, including
manuscripts for publication, printed matter, and books for
review should he sent to The Editor, The British Journal of
Psychiatry. / 7 Be/grave Square. London SWIX8PG.

2. Contributions are accepted for publication on the con
dition that their substance has not been published or sub
initted for publication elsewhere. The Journal does not
hold itself responsible for statements made by contributors.
Unless so stated, material in the Journa/does not necessarily
reflect the views of the Editor or the Royal College of
Psychiatrists.

3. Published articles become the property of the Journal and
can be published elsewhere, in full or in part, only with the
Editor's written permission.

4. Manuscripts accepted for publication are subject to copy
editing, and to editorial changes required for conformity with
Journal style.

5. We regret that papers unsuitable for publication will not be
returned.

6. General advice to authors In the assessment of manuscripts
submitted to the Journal, great importance is attached to
clarityand brevityof expression.Authors should read
(;epiertil Notes on tile Preparation of Scientific Papers
(3rded.1974,Â£0.45.from The RoyalSociety)and/orJudith
Butcher's Type.s'eript.s'.Proofs and Indexe.c(1980, Cambridge
University Press. Â£2.95).Spelling should follow the Concise
Oxford Dictionary.

The standard of statistical work in papers submitted for
publication has proved to be very variable. Authors using
any statistical methods at all are strongly advised to study
the paper â€˜¿�Statisticalguidelines for contributors to medical
journals' (D. G. Altman et al, British Medical Journal, 7
May 1983, 286, 1489â€”1493)at the earliest possible stage in
preparing their work for publication.

7. Manuscripts Two high-quality copies should be submitted
and the author should retain a copy. Articles must be typed
on one side of the paper only, double spaced with wide
margins, and all the pages must be numbered sequentially,
starting with the title page.

a. The title should be brief and to the point. If necessary, a
sub-title may be used to amplify the main title. The names of
the authors should appear on the title-page. and their names,
degrees,affiliations and full addressesat the endof the paper.

i5.A summary should be given at the beginning of the article. It
should be brief and factual and not normally more than 150
words.

c. References should be listed alphabetically at the end of
the paper, the titles of journals being given in full. Authors
should follow Journal style for the reference list and study
the examples given below. Titles of books and journals are
printed in italic and should therefore be underlined on the
typescript. Reference lists not in Journal style will be returned
to the author for correction.

Authors shouldcheck thatthe textreferencesand the
reference list are in complete agreement as regards dates and
spelling of names. The text reference should be in the form
â€˜¿�(Smith,1971)' or â€˜¿�Smith(1971) showed that.

DURKI-JEIM, E. (1897) Le Suicide. Paris. Translated
(1952) as Suicide A Study in Sociology, by J. A.
Spaulding & C. Simpson. London: Routledge & Kegan
Paul.

KENDELL, R. E. (1974) The stability of psychiatric
diagnoses. British Journal of @ychit!y, 124, 352â€”358.

RUTTER, M., TIZARD, J. & WHITMORE, K. (1970)
Education, Health and Behaviour. London: Longman.

SCOTT, P. D. (1974) Definition, classification, prognosis
and treatment. In Pa@y@nd Treatment of Sexual
Deviation (ed. I. Rosen) Oxford: Oxford University
Press.

â€˜¿�PersonalCommunications' need written authorisation.

d. Symbols and abbreviations Follow Units, Symbols and
Abbreviations: A Guide for Biological and Medical Editors
and Authors (3rd ed. 1977), Â£2.00, available from the
Publications Office of the Royal Society of Medicine. Terms
or abbreviations which might not be understood by the
average reader should be explained at first occurrence.

e. Tables and Figures Each table should be on a separate
sheet, with an adequate heading: table and heading should be
self-explanatory without reference to the text. The desired
position of the table relative to the text should be indicated in
the left margin.

Figures should be individual glossy photographs, or other
camera-ready prints, not photocopies, clearly numbered and
captioned below. Avoid cluttering figures with explanatory
text which is better incorporated succinctly in the caption. A
figure intended to occupy a single column should be drawn
(or photographed) 80â€”110mm wide to allow for a 2/3 reduc
tion; a figure requiring the whole width of the page should be
180â€”210mm wide. Lettering (film-set or stencil) should be
l2pt sans (initial capital for the first word only) to give 8pt
on the printed page. Labels on graphs should read parallel to
the axes. Units must be clearly indicated and should be in
brackets (noteâ€”'litre' should be spelled out in full unless
modified to ml, dl, etc.).

f Photographs Prints must be taken directly from the orig
inal b/w negative (not, for example, from a colour slide or a
printed page) and should be glossy and sharply focussed.
Labels, arrows, etc. should be shown on a duplicate print or
overlay. Do not write anything on photographic prints, and
do not use staples or paper-clips on them. These procedures
apart, all the comments on figures and tables apply equally to
photographs.

8. Proofs A proof will be sent to the senior author of an
article.Reprints,whicharepreparedatthesame timeasthe
Journal, should be ordered when the proof is returned to the
Editor.

9. Letters to the Editor Letters should not exceed two
double-spaced typed pages. They will be edited for clarity and
conformity with Journal style and may be shortened. There
should be no more than five references; tables and figures
cannotbeused.
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TicehurstHousewasestablishedasa
psychiatricclinicmorethan200yearsago.
bdayit retainsitspositionattheforefrontof
psychiatriccare.

ThereputationofTicehurstHouse
stemsfromthecomprehensiveserviceit
offerstopatientsandtothemedicaland
psychiatricprofessions.

ThepsychiatricteamatTicehurst
Houseoffersafullspectrumoftreatments
inthecareofshortandlongtermpatients
andspecialisesintheactivecareofshort
termpatients,thetreatmentofalcoholics
andtheassessmentandtreatmentof
psychogeriatricpatients

Thehospitalrespondspromptlyto
requestsforout-patientconsultationand
admissionofpatients.Thereareexcellent
liaisonproceduresbetweenTicehurst
HouseandoutsideConsultantsandOP's

ThespecialfacilitiesatTicehurstHouse
includeapsychogeriatricassessmentunit,
theNewingtonAlcoholTreatmentUnitand
facilitiesfordaycarepatients.

Withinthegroundsofthehospital
HighlandsLodgeoffershighqualityaccom
modationforloadependencypatientsunder
thecareofConsultantsandexperienced
nursingstaff.

TicehurstHouseenjoysanexcellent
reputationforitscuisine.Bedroomsare
spaciousandequippedwithnurse-call
systems.

Itiseasilyaccessiblebybothroadand
rail,beingclosetoWadhurstinSussex
(70minutesfromCharingCross),and
standsinforty-eightacresofdelightful
gardensandgrounds.

Forfurtherinformationwriteor
telephoneTheMedicalDirector,Ticehurst
House,Ticehurst,NearWadhurst,Sussex
TN57HU.Telephone(0580)200391.

:â€˜@
T@ehurstHouseiscmnedbyNestorMedkaiServices

TicehurstHouse,FREEPOS1Ticehurst,Wadhurst,EastSussexTN57BR.

For furl her irifor matiori contact
Brocades Great Britain Limited
West Byffeet, Surrey KT14 6RA

out.

UniversityofLondon

EXAMINATIONTECHNIQUES
FORTHEMRCPSYCH

This one day course will be run at Charing Cross
Hospital on Saturday 1st November starting at
9.30 am. Topics to be covered include:

1) Writing an essay with a mock paper

2) MCQ with a 30 question mock paper

3) Making the most of time with the patient

4) Presentation in the clinical and viva with
video feedback from mock exam situation
with senior psychiatrists as examiners.

Course Organiser,Dr Chris Thompson.

For further information contact: Tricia Carroll, De
partmentof Psychiatry,Charing Cross& Westminster
Medical School, 24 St Dunstans Road, London W6,
Tel. 01 748 2040 ext. 3010.
The course is approved for study leave expenses
under HM(67)27.
Final date for registration is Friday 17th October.

Neuroleptic
-

7@arkinsons// Disease
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â€œ¿�Abook of encyclopaedic proportions it covers all
aspects of the human psychology. It is replete with case
histories of mental (psychogenic) disorders, of all types,
their analysis and treatment... The work stemsfrom the
actual experience of a successful clinical psychologist that
the author is. ... He has not only explained, in details,
mental (psychogenic) disorders, but has also shown how to
correct themâ€”andeven to prevent them.. . He is abreast of
the latest developments in the psychiatric field in other
countriesâ€”The Hindustan Times, Sunday Magazine,
Books Review Section.

This book shows that while the psychology and physi
ology of the other animals are simply instinctive and
self-preservative, the peculiar human psychology and
physiology (because of the unique human brain) are
complex: and, besides being instinctive, they are also idea
determined, intellectual and super-instinctive, so that they
are naturally very alterable and pervertible or disorder
prone, so that they often become counter-instinctive,
suicidal and self-destructive, as shown in cases of
schizophrenia, hypochondria, hysteria, melancholia,
paranoia, etc., called â€˜¿�neurosesand functional psychoses',
or â€˜¿�themajor psychiatric disorders', in today's psychiatry
and abnormal psychology.

This new book now really explains the precise psycho
logic causation, and real(ideo-emotional) nature, of these
disorders (pathology) of the human mind and body, or of
human psychology and physiologyâ€”explains with vital
new principles, and new terms and concepts, with â€˜¿�new
ideas' or new theories, and explains so clearly and
effectively that they all can now be cured or corrected, and
prevented, as said in the review above.

This book also shows clearly how this new human
psychology has now become an integral part of the
human health science (physiology and medicine), and
its most important part, so that this sciencewill now
be called human psychology, physiology and medicine
(therapeutics). These are obviously revolutionary devel
opments in this most vital human science, which will now
effectively ensure all-round human health or well-being.
This is what Prof. Coleman means to say (below).

This book also shows how the very special (alterable
and pervertible) human psychology is also corrigible,
and improvable or supervertible, so that we are now
able to improve one's mental health (rectitude), with
hopes and ambitions, with new will-power, courage and
self-confidence.

It is due to thesevital developments,and on studying
the so-many explained and cured cases in this â€˜¿�excellent'
book that

Dr James C. Coleman, Professor of Psychology,
University of California, author of the famous textbook
Abnormal Psychology and Modern L(/@r,5th edition, says
about this book:

â€˜¿�Areviewofyouroutstandingbookwasmostrewarding.
I express my sincere appreciation of your excellent

book. The (new) basic premises on which your book is
based are quite sound. I compliment you on this concise
representation, and on the scholarly and outstanding text.
It isa mostinteresting,informativeand scholarlywork...
a most distinguished book. ... It will be warmly received
and widely read in India as well as other countries.'
Similarly

Dr Vinoda N. Murthy, Professor ofClinical Psychology,
National Institute of Mental Heath and Neurosciences,
Bangalore, writes about this book, â€˜¿�Thebook gives a lot of
information on the psychologic factors (that work) in
mental health and mental illness.. . This Institute teaches
postgraduate diploma courses to doctors, to train them as
psychiatrists. . . . Your book may be prescribed...'

Even the Orthodox Psychiatrists (generally committed
to Kr@pelinian and genetic theories) appreciate and
recommend these â€˜¿�newideas' or new theories of this book.
Thus, Prof. N. S. Vahia, a senior psychiatrist of India,
says in a long review of this book in

The Indian Journal of Medical Sciences, â€œ¿�Theauthor's
view-points deserve serious consideration by all those
physicians, psychiatrists and clinical psychologists
interested in new ideas.â€•

The Indian Journal of Psychiatry also similarly says
about this new book, â€˜¿�Pathogenesisof all serious
psychiatric disorders has been explained, by ideogenic
mechanisms (by ideo-emotional brooding, etc.) which
deserve exceptionally serious attention of all research
workers (in psychology and psychiatry).' No other
book on psychology or psychiatry has elicited such warm
opinions.

So, obviously,this is a book for all psychologists,
psychiatrists, general medical men, and other intellec
tuals, educationists etc., and for all lthraries. It is already
in the more-important libraries of London. Published by:
Universal Psychology Publishers, D-36, Subhas Marg,
Jaipur-l, India. London distributors:

Vital New and Revolutionary Principles of

HumanPsychology,PhysiologyAndPsychogenicPathology
by

M. S. Rao, 2nd revised edition, 832 pages, demy 8vo, hard bound, art jacket, Â£12.

Books From India, Ltd.,

45, Museum Street, London WC1A 1LR

This One

XLCZ-P6N-F9NA
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West Midlands Institute of Psychotherapy

INTRODUCTORY COURSE
IN DYNAMIC

PSYCHOTHERAPY
An introductory course in DYNAMIC PSYCHOTHER
APY will be held at Uffculme Clinic, Birmingham, begin
ning on 20th January 1987. The course will be held on
Tuesdayafternoons and will extend over a period of two
years.

Throughout the two yearcourse memberswill attend a
small group. The first year will also include seminarson
both relevant theory and practice, together with case
discussions.

Those who complete the course satisfactorily will be
offered Associate Membership of the West Midlands
Institute of Psychotherapy.

The programmeis open to membersof the medical and
nursing professions, social workers, probation officers
and other relateddisciplines.

The closing date for applications is 30th September
1986. Shortlisted applicants will be required to attend for
interview on Wednesday.22nd October1986, at 2 p.m.

Feesfor the 1987/8 course will be Â£260perannum.
For further information and application forms.
please contact: Mrs. Valerie Peake, Secretary
W.M.I.P., Uffculme Clinic, Queensbridge Road.
Birmingham B138QD.
Tel: 021-449-4481, ext. 237. Monday/Tuesday/
Thursday.

Lord Chancellor's Medical Visitors

The Lord Chancellor invites applications for an additional appointment to the panel of
part-time Medical Visitors. Applicants must be Fellows or Members of the Royal College
of Psychiatrists.

Medical Visitors work to the Court of Protection which supervises the property and
affairs of persons who by reasons of mental disorder are incapable of managing for
themselves. They visit Patients when it is considered that a specialist opinion on their
capacity would be helpful.

Remuneration will be on the basis of a fee normally not less than Â£63(at present under
review) paid for each visit undertaken. Travelling costs are reimbursed and a subsistence
allowance is payable in respect of absences from home on duty.

The Visitor to be appointed will be expected to carry out about 6 visits a year, in Wales,
Hereford and Worcester and Shropshire. Reserve Visitors for other areas may also be
needed.

Applications should be sent to Mr I. R. Tapster, Lord Chancellor's Department,
Neville House, Page Street, London SW1P 4LS by not later than the 30th September 1986.

Application forms will be provided on request to that address, or by telephone to
012118084.

UNIVERSITY OF ION DON
NORTH THAMES PSYCHIATRY

MEMBERSHIP COURSE

The Autumn term of the course will be held in the Post
graduate Medical Centre, at Charing Cross Hospital. The
Royal College of Psychiatrists have recently agreed to
major alterations to both parts of the MRC Psych Exam
and in accordance with this, the old course will be
abandonedandreplacedwithafreshapproachtoteach
ing of psychiatry and the basic sciences for the new
exam. When fully operational six modules will be offered.
Duringthistransitionalterm,Module 1 isofferedwhich
isappropriatetoPartI.ForPartlIthecoursecontinues
as usual this term for the last term before modifying its
syllabus in accordance with the new exam.
Module 1: To be held Tuesday afternoons from
3.00-6.1 5p.m. from 7th October to 9th December to
include: Basic Clinical Skills; Descriptive Psychopath
ology; Neurosis; Affective Disorder; Schizophrenia;
Acute and Chronic Organic Brain Syndromes; Dynamic
Psychopathologyâ€”personality and personality disorder;
Basic Psychopharmacology.
Part II, Term II: To be held Thursday afternoons from
3.00-6.1 5p.m. from 9th October to 11th December to
include: Neurotic illness; Personality disorders; Affective
Illness and Behaviour Therapy.
Approval has been given for study leave and expenses
under HM(67)27. Enquiries to Tricia Carroll, Course
Administrator, Department of Psychiatry, 24 St Dunstans
Road, London W6. Tel (01) 748 2040 x 3010.
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PSYCHIATRISTS

OFFICE OF PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
VICTORIA
The Garden State

The Office of Psychiatric Services, Health Department Victoria, was created on the 7
February, 1986, as an innovative approach to the provision of psychiatric services to the
community, reflecting the high profile and priority afforded to mental health services by the
State Government.

We are now seeking to attract creative and energetic specialist psychiatrists to provide
clinical expertise and leadership in our rapidly expanding programme delivery areas.

We offer you EMPLOYMENT

Full-time/Part-time/Sessional 5Hospitaiand Communityappointments
Negotiable salary packages ioint appointments to General Hospitals

5Generous Private Practice Rights 5Wide Range of Speciality Services
Paid leave provisions Forensic

Annual leave Crisis Care
Long service leave Neuropsychiatry
Sabbatical leave Psychotherapy
Sick leave Psychogeriatrics
Compassionate/Maternity/Paternity Child/Adolescent/Family
Conference/Examination/Study Administrative

50n-call/recall allowances Brain Injury Unit
Lowcost health insurance(Medicare)/workcare Rehabilitation
Free air fares Research facilities
Relocationexpenses ProfessorialUnits
Accommodation available Mental Health Research Institute

5Employersponsoredsuperannuationscheme 5ActiveTrainingPrograms

Relaxedlifestyle
Temperate Climate
Easy access to South East Asia and Pacific Islands
Multicultural society

If you are interested in obtaining detailed information Contact: Dr Jim Carson, Chief
Policy Advisor Office of Psychiatric Services, interviewing in London from 15 September.
Telephone: 836 2656 (Victoria House, Strand WC2)

HEALTH DEPARTMENT VICTORIA
AUSTRALIA

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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SYMPOSIUM
ON

BEHAVIOURAL PSYCHOTHERAPY

This one-day Symposium will cover the theory and background of
behavioural psychotherapy and specific topics of clinical interest,
including the treatment of phobias and anxiety, sexual and marital
problems and obsessional illness. The roles of the psychologist and
nurse practitioner will also be discussed.

Part of the programme will include small workshops with the
individual speakersas well as discussion time.

Speakers will include:â€” Professor I. Marks, Professor J. Gray, Dr
J. Bancroft, Dr J. Cobb and Mr S. Shrubb.

This one-day Symposium will be held on:

Friday 28 November1986

at

The Royal Society
6 Carlton House Terrace

London, SW1 Y 5AG

The cost of registration will be Â£20(f 10 for junior medical staff)

For further details of speakers and their specific topics and for
registration forms, please contact: Diane Carter, Charter Clinic,
1/5 Rad nor Walk, London, SW3 4PB. Tel no 01-3511272.

Charter Clinics
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Inform ation for the demands of our time
MR. Leary, Wake Forest University;
R.S. Miller, Sam Houston State University

Social Psychology and
Dysfunctional Behavior
Origins, Diagnosis, and Tteatment

1986. 2 figures, 3 tables. Approx. 248 pages.
(Springer Series in Social Psychology).
Hard cover DM 88,â€”.ISBN 3-540-96325-1

There has been little dialogue between
psychologists interested in the study of
social behavior and those interested in
dysfunction, abnormal behavior. Social
Psychology and Dysfunctional Behavior
is a comprehensive syntheses of those
areas of social psychology relevant to
understanding, diagnosing, and treating
psychological problems.

S. Schwartz, T. Griffin,
University of Queensland

Medical Thinking
The Psychology of Medical Judgement
and Decision Making

1986. 28 figures. 22 tables. Approx. 288 pages.
(Contributions to Psychology and Medicine).
Hardcover DM92,â€”.ISBN 3-540-96315-4

What cognitive strategies do physicians
use to make everyday clinical judgments?
This volume describes and interprets the
psychological literature related to medical
judgement and decision making.

New Results in
Depression Research
Editors: H. Hippius, Munich;
G. L. Klerman, Boston;
N. Matussek, Munich

1986. 90 figures. Approx. 320 pages.
Soft cover DM78,â€”. ISBN 3-540-15782-4

P.V.Trad,WhitePlains

Infant Depression
Paradigms and Paradoxes

1986. 27 tables. Approx. 375 pages.
ISBN 3-540-96343-X. In preparation

infant Depression: Paradigms and
Paradoxes provides a unique study of the
etiology of depression and depressive-like
phenomena in infants. The book isolates
key developmental milestones important
for analyzing incipient depressive-like
symptoms.

GA. Gladstein and Associates,
University of Rochester

Empathy and
Counseling
Explorations in Theory and Research

1986. 17 figures. 39 tables. Approx. 210 pages.
ISBN 3-540-96358-8. In preparation

Dr. Gladstein and his associates, through
theory and new empirical research, explore
the various types of empathy from their
development to the roles they play in
counseling and similar helping processes.
At the center of Gladstein's idea is a four
stage process involving perception, affec
tive reverberation, cognitive analysis, and
communication.

Theories of Group
Behavior
Editors: B. Mullen, Syracuse;
G.R. Goethals, Williamstown

1986. Approx. 13 figures. 4 tables.
Approx. 235 pages.
(Springer Series in Social Psychology).
ISBN 3-540-96351-0. In preparation

Theories of Group Behavior provides
thorough and concise presentations of the
major theoretical perspectives on group
behavior. Theoretical approaches which
have dominated research on intrapsychic
processes, such as self-awareness, cogni
tive dissonance, and social cognition, are
applied in order to help understand group
phenomena.

Treatment of
Schizophrenia
Family Assessment and Intervention

Editors: Mi. Goldstein, Los Angeles;
I. Hand, Hamburg; K. Hahlweg, Munich

1986. 28 figures. XII. 222 pages.
Soft cover DM 72.â€”.ISBN 3.54O-Ifi@28-9

E.G. Shapiro, Bethesda;
A.A. Rosenfeld, NewYork

The Somatizing Child
1986. 8 tables. Approx. 150 pages.
(Contributions to Psychology and Medicine).
ISBN 3-540-96363-4. In preparation

The Somatiziag Child is a guide to the
clinical diagnosis, management, and
treatment of children who have symptoms
which mimic organic disease but which are
actuallypsychologicalinorigin.
It is the first book on somatoform disorders
in children to summarize and integrate the
important research work on these
problems.

C. Ray, Uxbridge; M. Baum, London

Psychological Aspects
of Early Breast Cancer
1985. VIII, 133 pages.
(Contributions to Psychology and Medicine).
Hard cover DM 92.â€”.ISBN 3-540-96122-4

Women With Cancer
Psychological Perspectives

Editor: B.L. Andersen,
The University of Iowa

1986. 5 figures. 23 tables. Approx. 330 pages.
(Contributions to Psychology and Medicine).
ISBN 3-540-96360-X. In preparation

Women with Cancer presents a topical and
up-to-date survey of important work on
the psychological aspects of cancer care
and the psychological responses of cancer
patients. Leading researchers review
evidence on the incidence, risk, and pre
vention of cancer in women. Other contri
butions deal with the social and psycho
logical factors involved in diagnosing,
treating and recovering from this
devastating disease.

Prices are subject to change without notice

Springer-Verlag
Berlin Heidelberg NewYork
London Paris Tokyo
Hcidclberger Ptatz 3, D-1000 Berlin 33 175 Fifth Ave.,
NewYork, NY 10010, USA 28, Lurke Street, Bedford
MK4O31lU, England26, ruedesCarmes. F-75005Paris
37.3, Hongo 3-chome, Bunkyo-ku,Tokyo 113.Japan
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Bowden House
Clinic â€”¿�

back on the map.
Bowden House Clinic, now part of the St Andrew's

Hospital Group of private psychiatric hospitals,
has specialist in-patient and out-patient treatment

programmes for:
â€¢¿�Acute psychiatric disordersâ€¢ Alcohol problems

S Anorexia nervosa and other eating disorders
â€¢¿�Agoraphobia

As well as the newly established
North-West Home Counties Psychotherapy Centre

Bowden House Clinic, set in Subscribers to private medical
attractive, secluded grounds at insurance schemes may be able to
Harrow-on-the-Hill, is only 30 claim within the terms of their
minutes by road or rail from insurance for treatment at the

central London. clinic.

BOWDEN HOUSE
CLINIC

For further information, write to
he MedicalDirector,Bowden House Clinic,London Road,Harrow-on-the-Hill,MiddlesexHAl 3JL.Tel:01-8640221
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Review ArticIP 
Mental Illness Among Immigrant Minorities in the United Kingdom: M. London 265 

Papers 
Depression In Mentally Handicapped Patients: Diagnostic and Neur~ndocrine 
Evaluation; L. Sireling 
Emo!~onal Attl~udes and D i m 1  Communication in the Families of Schizophrenics: A 
Cross-National Replication; A .  M. Strachan, J. P. Leff, M. J. Goldrlein, A. Doane and 
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